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asks that appear simple to humans, such as picking up objects of varying shapes, can be vexingly complicated for robots. Secure gripping not only requires contacting an object, but also preventing potential slip while the object is moved. Slip can be prevented either by friction from contact pressure or by exploiting geometric constraints, for example by placing fingers around protrusions or into the opening provided by the handle of a cup. For reliable robotic gripping, the standard design approach is based on a hand with two or more fingers (1–5), and typically involves a combination of visual feedback and force sensing at the fingertips. A large number of optimization schemes for finger placement as well as the use of compliant materials for adaptive grasping have been discussed (5–15). Given the evolutionary success of the multifingered hand in animals, this approach clearly has many advantages. However, it requires a central processor or brain for a multitude of decisions, many of which have to be made before the hand even touches the object, for example about how wide to spread the fingers apart. Therefore, a multifingered gripper not only is a complex system to build and control, but when confronted with unfamiliar objects it may require learning the shape and stiffness of the object.

The focus of this work is on the problem of gripping, not manipulation, and seeks to offload system complexities such as tactile sensing and computer vision onto unique mechanical design. This approach replaces individual fingers by a material or interface that upon contact molds itself around the object. Such a gripper is universal in the sense that it conforms to arbitrary shapes and is passive in that all shape adaptation is performed autonomously by the contacting material and without sensory feedback. This passive process reduces the number of elements to be controlled and therefore can have advantages in terms of reliability, cost, and gripping speed. So far, however, passive universal grippers have remained largely unexplored. An early snake-like gripper by Hirose (16) employed a system of joints and pulleys with a single actuator. A few designs have envisioned systems where moveable jaws with highly compliant surfaces contact the object from two or more sides, partially enveloping and thus securing it. For example, Choi and Koc recently presented a gripper whose jaws were outfitted with inflatable rubber pockets (15). Earlier, Schmidt (17) and Perovski (18) introduced the idea of attaching elastic bags loosely filled with granular material, such as small pellets or spheres, to the gripper jaws. A similar idea was also put forward by Rienmüller and Weissmantel (19). These bags conform to the shape of any object they press against and, by simply evacuating the gas inside, can be turned into rigid molds for lifting the object. However, the mechanism for this transformation was not understood and no data about gripping performance were presented. As a result, these early approaches to passive universal grippers never gained traction.

Here we revisit the idea of using granular material for a universal gripper and show that the gripping process is controlled by a reversible jamming transition (20–25). While the concept of jamming has been used to explain the onset of rigidity in a wide range of amorphous systems from molecular glasses to macroscopic granular materials (22, 24, 26), the benefits of jamming for the assembly of materials with tunable behavior are just beginning to be explored. The unique properties of a jamming gripper derive from the fact that loose grains in a bag sit at the threshold between flowing and rigid states (27). This behavior enables the gripper to deform around the target in the unjammed, malleable configuration, then harden when jamming is initiated. In the vicinity of the jamming transition very small modifications of the packing density can drive dramatic changes in the mechanical response (22, 24). Thus, increasing the particle confinement slightly, e.g., by applying a vacuum, enables the gripper to gain remarkable rigidity while almost completely retaining its shape around the target.

We focus on the simplest form of a gripper, a single nonporous elastic bag filled with granular matter (Fig. 1). This system...
approximates the limit of a robotic hand with infinitely many degrees of freedom, which are actuated passively by contact with the surface of the object to be gripped and are locked in place by a single active element, a pump that evacuates the bag. Fig. 1 demonstrates that a wide range of different types of objects are easily handled in pick-and-place operations using a fixed-base robotic arm, without the need to reconfigure the gripper or even position it precisely, as long as it can cover a fraction of a target object’s surface. This adaptability includes switching between objects of different shapes, items difficult to pick up with conventional universal grippers, or fragile targets like raw eggs, as well as simple manipulation tasks, such as pouring water from a glass or drawing with a pen (see Video S1 online). The same type of gripper can also pick up multiple objects simultaneously and deposit them without changing their relative position or orientation. For all of the items depicted in Fig. 1, we find that holding forces can be achieved that exceed significantly the weight of objects of that size. We find that this strength is due to three mechanisms, all controlled by jamming, that can contribute to the gripping process: geometric constraints from interlocking between gripper and object surfaces, static friction from normal stresses at contact, and an additional suction effect, if the gripper membrane can seal off a portion of the object’s surface.

Results and Discussion

To evaluate gripping performance we performed pick-and-place operations in which objects were gripped, lifted, and moved (Fig. 1D). In addition, the holding forces required to pull out the objects were measured (Fig. 1E). These tests were done with a fixed-base robotic arm to which a gripper bag of radius \( R = 4.3 \text{ cm} \) was attached, containing ground coffee as the granular material (Fig. 1A–C). The bag was filled almost completely but not stretched out so the grains remained loosely packed and the gripper was malleable when no vacuum was applied. By establishing a differential jamming pressure \( P_{\text{jam}} \) across the bag’s latex rubber membrane (0.3 mm in thickness) the packing could be jammed. Employing a Venturi aspirator, compressed air was used to generate pressures \( P_{\text{jam}} \) around 75 kPa, i.e., the bag was evacuated down to \( \approx 1/4 \) atm—a level easily reachable with a small vacuum pump. For a wide range of objects, including those shown in Fig. 1A and E but also small flashlight light bulbs, M&Ms®, LEDs, bottle caps, plastic tubing, foam ear plugs, and a variety of hardware items and office supplies, the pick-up success rate in 10 trials each was 100%. The magnitude of the holding force, however, was clearly influenced by the objects’ shape (Fig. 1E). The only objects that could not be gripped were those in which the gripper membrane could not reach sufficiently around the sides, e.g., for hemispheres larger than about half the size of the gripper or for thin disks lying flat, or for very soft objects like cotton balls.

In the following we focus on spheres as test objects to isolate contributions from individual gripping mechanisms and perform quantitative comparisons with model predictions. The gripper used for these holding force measurements was stationary and consisted of a rubber bag (0.3 mm in thickness) with average \( L \approx 4 \text{ cm} \), filled with smooth soda-lime glass spheres 100 \( \mu \text{m} \) in diameter to about 80% of the bag volume. The experiment used an inverted configuration, in which the target object, an acrylic sphere with radius \( R \), was attached to an Instron 5869 materials tester and pressed into the gripper bag which itself was fixed to a flat surface. A differential jamming pressure \( P_{\text{jam}} \) was then applied. The holding strength was measured by pulling the sphere out of the gripper and recording the tensile force as a function of vertical extension. A diagram of this setup and typical force-extension curves for are shown in Fig. 2. Additional measurements showing that the gripper also resists lateral forces as well as torques (required for force closure (10, 15, 28, 29)) are presented in the SI Text. The gripping performance was investigated for different \( P_{\text{jam}}, R \), and surface properties, although for brevity we focus here on data taken with \( P_{\text{jam}} = 80 \text{ kPa} \) and \( R = 19 \text{ mm} \).

Focusing on the maximum force that can be sustained prior to failure, one of the features seen in Fig. 2 is the enhancement of the holding strength when the interface between the sphere and the rubber seals tightly for wet or dry smooth surfaces. This seal is key for the suction effect between the gripper and the sphere. When it cannot be established, shown for the cases of a porous

![Fig. 1. Jamming-based grippers for picking up a wide range of objects without the need for active feedback. (A) Attached to a fixed-base robot arm. (b) Picking up a shock absorber coil. (C) View from the underside. (D) Schematic of operation. (E) Holding force \( F_h \) for several three-dimensional-printed test shapes (the diameter of the sphere shown on the very left, \( 2R = 25.4 \text{ mm} \), can be used for size comparison). The thin disk could not be picked up at all.](https://www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1003250107 Brown et al.)
The degree to which the sphere is enveloped by the gripper is given by the contact angle \( \theta \) (Fig. 2). Plotting the peak holding force, \( F_h \), as a function of \( \theta \), allows us to identify different gripping regimes (Fig. 3A, B). Below a minimum angle \( \theta = \pi/4 \), the holding strength vanishes except for a small contribution from residual membrane stickiness. Above \( \pi/4 \) there is a rapid increase in \( F_h \) with contact angle (red data points). As already seen in Fig. 2, the holding force is enhanced considerably if the sphere surface is smooth to allow for the suction mechanism to operate (black data points). This enhancement occurs with the same onset surface is smooth to allow for the suction mechanism to operate (black data points). This enhancement occurs with the same onset surface is smooth to allow for the suction mechanism to operate (black data points). This enhancement occurs with the same onset surface is smooth to allow for the suction mechanism to operate (black data points). This enhancement occurs with the same onset surface is smooth to allow for the suction mechanism to operate (black data points). This enhancement occurs with the same onset surface is smooth to allow for the suction mechanism to operate (black data points). This enhancement occurs with the same onset surface is smooth to allow for the suction mechanism to operate (black data points). This enhancement occurs with the same onset surface is smooth to allow for the suction mechanism to operate (black data points). This enhancement occurs with the same onset surface is smooth to allow for the suction mechanism to operate (black data points). This enhancement occurs with the same onset surface is smooth to allow for the suction mechanism to operate (black data points). This enhancement occurs with the same onset surface is smooth to allow for the suction mechanism to operate (black data points). This enhancement occurs with the same onset surface is smooth to allow for the suction mechanism to operate (black data points). This enhancement occurs with the same onset surface is smooth to allow for the suction mechanism to operate (black data points). This enhancement occurs with the same onset surface is smooth to allow for the suction mechanism to operate (black data points). This enhancement occurs with the same onset surface is smooth to allow for the suction mechanism to operate (black data points).
pulled on, and second, by showing that the holding force $F_h \propto \sigma$ as expected for suction. The dotted line corresponds to $F_i = P_{\text{jam}} A^* \sigma$, and the excess holding force above this line thus specifies the additional contribution from friction (about 20%).

The pressure on the pinched O-ring will keep the vacuum seal in place as long as the frictional stress exceeds the gap pressure $P_g$. Thus the maximum gap pressure before the seal fails is $P_g = F_i / A_0 = \sigma \sin \theta (\mu \sin \theta - \cos \theta)$. This expression predicts a common onset threshold $\theta_0$ for gripping by either friction or suction, as borne out by the data in Fig. 3. As a result, $F_i = \Pi R^2 \sigma^2 (\mu \sin \theta - \cos \theta) \sigma^3 \sin^3 \theta (1 + \frac{2d}{R \sin \theta})$. [2]

Because $A^*/A_0 > 1$, the frictional term, i.e., the second term in the parentheses, typically makes only a small contribution to $F_h$ when a seal is formed.

From simultaneous fits of Eqs. 1 and 2 to the data for the porous and solid spheres, respectively, we find $\mu = 1.04 \pm 0.06$, $\sigma^* = 50 \pm 4$ kPa, and $d = 1.07 \pm 0.07$ mm (these fits extend over the range $\pi/4 < \theta < \pi/2$ in Fig. 3). The fit value for $\mu$ is consistent with the independently measured coefficient of friction $\mu = 1.10 \pm 0.03$ (see Materials and Methods). This result, along with the fact that $d \ll R$, confirms the assumption that the pinching stress occurs in a thin region near the contact edge in a geometry resembling an O-ring. A simple geometric model for the width of the pinched region on a sphere gives $d = 2\epsilon R (L - R)^{1/2}$ in the limit $\epsilon \ll 1$ and results in $d \approx 1.1$ mm, consistent with the fit value. For typical granular materials, confining pressures $P_{\text{jam}}$ approaching 1 atm lead to strains $\epsilon$ around 1%. Thus, the enhancement of the holding force due to suction is generally expected to be of order $\epsilon^{-1/2} \sim 10$ for spheres. For other target shapes, the seal thickness $d$ will likely depend on the local curvature of the surface it is pressed against, with flatter surfaces allowing for larger values of $d$.

The contraction stress $\sigma$ can be related to the strength of the jammed state by measuring the compressive strength of the jammed material with a triaxial compression test. A stress-strain curve $\sigma(\epsilon)$ from such a test with a confining pressure $P_{\text{jam}} = 80$ kPa is shown in Fig. 4A. To determine which point on the curve is relevant in the gripping experiments, a volumetric strain $\delta V / V$ is measured in the triaxial test cell as the confining pressure is applied. For $P_{\text{jam}} = 80$ kPa, $\delta V / V = -0.004$ as shown in Fig. 4B. Note that jamming is a reversible transition and that a similarly minute $\delta V / V$ suffices to drive the packing back into an unjammed configuration. In fact, simply releasing the vacuum (Fig. 4B), even without any stirring or jostling, produces significant dilation of the packing and recovery of an easily malleable material.

Evaluating the compressive stress in Fig. 4A at a linear strain $\epsilon = (1/3) \partial V^2 / V = 0.0013$ gives 50 kPa. This result is in excellent agreement with the fit value for $\sigma$, and thus equates the compressive stress pinching the gripped target with the strength of the jammed material at the strain induced by $P_{\text{jam}}$.

If the contact angle $\theta > \pi/2$, gripper and gripped object have geometrically interlocked (satisfying form closure, see refs. 15, 28, 29). A gripper with an elastic membrane might conform to protruding parts of objects (as in Fig. 1C) to produce such interlocking, but the stiffness of the membrane usually prevents wrapping around convex objects. To investigate the mechanism for interlocking quantitatively and in a simple geometry, we therefore manually molded the jammed gripper around the porous sphere. Then, to break the interlocking effect, the jammed material must both bend out of the way and stretch azimuthally to open enough to let the sphere through. Thus, we expect the holding force in this regime to depend on the resistance to a combination of bending and stretching. Stress-strain curves measured from a 3-point bending test and a triaxial test for extension (stretching) of the granular material are shown in Fig. 4B. These curves differ in some details, they are both characterized by two key features: a linear regime $\sigma = \epsilon E_0$ in the limit of small strains, where $E$ is the modulus, and at large strains a plateau around a level $\sigma_f$, the maximum stress the jammed material can sustain. To understand the interlocking effect we first consider these two limits.

Where there is minimal interlocking, i.e., $\theta - \pi/2 \ll 1$, the strain required to open up the gripper to allow the sphere to escape is small. The minimum contribution from interlocking, $F_i$, to the holding force is the amount required to bend the ring wrapped around the sphere to vertical so the sphere can slip out. In the small-$\epsilon$ limit, $\epsilon \approx 1 - \sin \theta$ and $F_i \approx (\pi/2 ER) (l/t)^3 (\theta - \pi/2)^3$, where $t$ is the thickness of the gripper section wrapped around the sphere and $l$ is the bending arm length. Alternatively, to stretch open the neck of the region wrapped around the sphere so that it can slip through requires a force $F_i \approx (ER l/t) (\theta - \pi/2)^3$. Because the location of the bend is not predetermined and the thickness is typically nonuniform, these predictions for the scale can only provide a rough estimate for the magnitude. Because $t$ and $l$ are typically comparable, we take $l \sim t \approx 5$ mm. This simplification gives the same scaling for both bending and stretching. Because the bending resistance is seen to be considerably larger than the resistance to stretching for $\epsilon < 0.003$ (Fig. 4A), corresponding to $\theta > 0.53 \pi$, bending is expected to dominate the interlocking mechanism at larger $\theta$. The stress-strain curve for bending in Fig. 4B is seen to be approximately linear for $\epsilon < 0.02$; by fitting we extract an effective bending modulus $E \approx 7.4$ MPa, and thus $\pi/2 ER^2 \approx 4.2$ kN. Fitting $F_h - F_i \propto (\theta - \pi/2)^3$ to the data for $0.53 \pi < \theta < 0.57 \pi$ in this linear bending-dominated region we obtain the dashed line in Fig. 3A and a prefactor $(\pi/2) ER^2 = 1.6 \pm 0.3$ kN. The fact that these two values for the force scale are of the same order of magnitude supports the notion that the initial upturn in holding force for $\theta > \pi/2$ can indeed be attributed to the bending resistance of the jammed material.

In the opposite limit, for a high level of interlocking at large contact angles $\theta \gg \pi/2$, large strains will be required to pry open the bag. In this limit, the plateau of $\sigma_f (\epsilon)$ at $\sigma_f$ will cause $F_i$ to saturate for both bending and stretching. The maximum force is then $\sigma_f$ times a bending area factor, which gives $F_i = (2\pi R^2 / l) \sigma_f$. Taking $\sigma_f = 0.29$ MPa from the stress-strain curve for bending (Fig. 4A) and $t = l$ leads to $F_i = 2\pi R \sigma_f \approx 170$ N, about twice the upper limit found in Fig. 3A (dotted blue line), again indicating that the scale of the maximum holding force due to interlocking is set by the maximum stress the jammed material can sustain under bending.

To capture the cross-over between these two limits, we use the full stress-strain curve $\sigma(\epsilon)$. Integrating the stress over the bending area gives $F_i = \int_0^{\theta/2} (2\pi R^2 / l) \sigma_f (\sin \theta d\theta$. The stress can be
evaluated using the small-$c$ limit $\varepsilon \approx 1 - \sin \theta$ because that is the only regime where the stress-strain curve is still evolving. The resulting cross-over is shown as the solid blue line in Fig. 3A, scaled by a factor of 0.23 to fit the data.

During operation a grip may experience off-axis forces and torques, in addition to lifting forces discussed so far. We show in the SI Text holding forces measured for off-axis forces and torques. We find that the friction mechanism is operative at about the same magnitude for resisting forces in all directions and torques applied at the surface. Suction may be operative in some cases but this is dependent on the target geometry and force direction.

The above results demonstrate that the holding force for all three gripping mechanisms is directly related to the strength of the granular material in its jammed state: contributions to $F_h$ from friction and suction are proportional to the pinching stress $\sigma^*$ that builds up as the contracting material compresses against the object to be gripped; contributions from geometric interlocking can involve the full stress-strain curve, depending on the extent of interlocking. Because its rigidity is determined by how deep the material is driven into the jammed state by the vacuum-induced volume contraction, the key control parameter for the gripping strength is the confining pressure $P_{jam}$. In particular, the confining pressure sets the overall scale for the stresses (30) obtained from triaxial compression, 3-point bending, and stretching tests of the granular material as seen in Fig. 4A, so $\sigma^*$ and $\sigma_f$ are both the same order of magnitude as $P_{jam}$. Furthermore, the holding forces are approximately proportional to $P_{jam}$ (Fig. 3C). While properties of the particles inside the bag such as shape and surface roughness can have a secondary contribution to the stress-strain curves (28) and thus the holding forces, we expect for all three mechanisms the maximum holding force should scale as $F_h \propto P_{jam} R^2$.

This scaling can be used to estimate the sizes of objects that can be lifted. Because the weight of a gripped object scales with volume, but the holding forces scale with area, we predict that the gripper can pick up objects up to a size of $R_{max} \sim P_{jam}/\rho g$. For a typical metal ($\rho \approx 10^3$ kg/m$^3$) and $P_{jam} \approx 100$ kPa, this relationship gives an upper limit $R_{max} \approx 1$ m ($\sim 10^3$ kg) with either suction or interlocking. For such big grippers, the weight of the granular material itself might become an issue but can be reduced by using hollow particles. Indeed, meter-size panels of vacuum-packed material might become an issue but can be reduced by using hollow particles. Thus, friction provides more than enough force to pick up any of the objects shown in Fig. 1.

The above analysis was applied to spheres as test objects, but it allows us to draw some general conclusions. For an arbitrarily shaped object, $\theta$ can be reinterpreted as the angle of a surface normal vector of the object where the pinching occurs. We can then rewrite Eq. 2 in the form $F_\theta = \sigma^* \sin \theta (\mu \sin \theta - \cos \theta) [A^* + A_\theta]$, where it depends only on $\theta$, the pinching area $A_\theta$, and the horizontal cross-sectional area $A^*$ inside the pinching perimeter if a seal is formed. Both friction and suction require that the local slope at the contact line be steeper than $\theta_f = \arctan(1/\mu)$.

With this model we can now explain the variation in holding forces measured in Fig. 1E. The three-dimensional-printed plastic material in this test is not smooth enough for the gripper to achieve an airtight seal. Thus, the sphere is gripped by friction only and $F_h$ is in the range of what we see in Fig. 2B and Fig. 3A for porous spheres. The cylinder has a lower $F_h$ compared to a sphere of the same cross-section because it displaces a larger gripper volume which therefore does not reach down as far on the sides, resulting in a smaller vertical component of contact area $A_\theta \sin \theta$. Despite its sharp edges, the cube is held with a large force in the range of what is observed for suction with smooth spheres. The flat vertical faces allow for a large contact area from pinching comparable to the area that could be covered by suction, so the frictional effect is about as large as suction. Compared to the cube, the vertical contact area of the cuboid is reduced, just as it is in the comparison between sphere and cylinder. The tetrahedron presents a contact angle $\pi/3$ to the gripper, which explains the slightly reduced $F_h$ compared to the sphere. The flat disk cannot be lifted since the gripper cannot get around the sides; thus the contact angle effectively is zero. The helical spring is similar to the cylinder in shape, and a similar lifting force is found. The jack displays a larger force than can be expected from friction alone, indicating some amount of interlocking, as seen in Fig. 1C.

Another aspect concerns the hardness of the object being gripped. So far, we assumed the target was relatively hard so the stress response was solely determined by the gripper hardness. However, for softer targets, the combination of the target and gripper must be considered in series. A soft target will be strained as the gripper contracts, and the pinching pressure at the interface cannot exceed the strain of the gripper under vacuum times the target modulus. Thus, soft targets will experience less holding force. Nevertheless, because friction is more than sufficient to lift hard objects on the cm scale (by a factor of about 30 for a density of 1 g/mL), it should also hold soft targets with a modulus as small as $\sim$1 MPa (about 1/30 of the effective $E$ for compression in Fig. 4B). Indeed, foam earplugs were gripped readily by the setup shown in Fig. 1, but not surprisingly one test object we failed to pick up was a cotton ball.

Neither the bag geometry nor details of the granular material seem to influence $F_h$ strongly, as long as they do not interfere with the degree to which the membrane can conform to an object’s surface. In this regard, small grain size will be advantageous. However, very fine powders do not flow well and tend to stick. Furthermore, the gas permeability of a powder scales with the square of the grain diameter (34, 35); thus, decreasing that diameter will increase the pumping time required to reach a strongly jammed state. The membrane itself has to be sufficiently flexible and impermeable to allow for $P_{jam} > 0$. For friction or suction to work at small contact angles a coefficient of friction $\mu \approx 1$ and some membrane elasticity are desirable, as in a rubbery material, but here we do not focus on optimizing the membrane (see ref. (14) for a discussion of wear resistance of inflatable rubber pockets for robotic grippers). The gripping capabilities are therefore expected to be quite robust.

Conclusions Our results demonstrate how minute changes in the packing density ($\delta V/V \approx 0.5\%$) associated with a vacuum-induced jamming/unjamming transition enable a universal granular gripper to adapt its shape to a wide range of different objects and pick them up reliably. Without the need for active feedback, this gripper achieves its versatility and remarkable holding strength through a combination of friction, suction, and geometrical interlocking mechanisms. Only a fraction of an object’s surface has to be gripped to hold it securely. Applied to spheres as test objects the simple model we introduced captures quantitatively the holding force for all three mechanisms. Specifically, the model relates the gripping performance to the jamming pressure $P_{jam}$ and the stress-strain relationship of the granular material, and it predicts how the holding force scales with object size, surface roughness

---

*In our gripper the molding of the bag around the test sphere resulted in thinning near the opening, such that $\varepsilon$ decreased roughly linearly with $a$. The effect of such thinning is that $F_h$ levels off at a somewhat lower value and at $a < \delta$. To model the thinning, we can take $\varepsilon = 2(\pi - \theta)/\pi$.\]
(to the extent that an airtight seal can form), and surface normal angle at the gripper-object interface.

A universal gripper based on jamming may have a variety of applications where some of the high adaptability of a human hand is needed but not available, or where feedback is difficult to obtain or expensive. Examples include situations where very different objects need to be gripped reliably and in rapid succession. A granular system can move with ease from gripping steel springs to raw eggs, and it can pick up and place multiple objects without changing their relative orientation. Its airtight construction also provides the potential for use in wet or volatile environments. Another situation where such a gripper has a significant advantage over traditional designs is when minimal initial information is available, for example when the detailed shape or material properties of the target object are not known a priori, or when precise positioning is not feasible. Because the gripper material adapts and conforms autonomously to the surface of the target object, a jamming-based system can be expected to perform particularly well for complex target shapes.

Materials and Methods
For pick-and-place performance evaluation we used a CRS A465 robotic arm, which includes high-pressure air lines, controlled by an imbedded solenoid valve. Ground coffee was chosen as the grain material for these tests because


of its performance in jamming hardness tests. The relatively low density of ground coffee is also advantageous, as it can be used to fill relatively large grippers without weighing them down and straining the membrane. The items shown in Fig. 1E were fabricated from photocurable plastic using an Objet three-dimensional printer. For the compressive stress-strain curves and the volumetric strain measurements (Fig. 4) a triaxial test cell (Durham Geo S-510A) was used and the granular material was contained in a 0.6 mm thick cylindrical rubber sleeve (51 mm inner diameter). For bending tests a cylindrical sample 0.3 mm thick with 35.6 mm inner diameter was used in a standard 3-point test fixture. The volumetric strain $\delta V/V$ was obtained by measuring water displacement in the volume surrounding the rubber sleeve while applying vacuum to the interior of the sleeve. The coefficient of friction $\mu$ between the acrylic and rubber membrane was obtained by fits to Eqs. 1 and 2 and also measured independently. This measurement was done by an inclined-plane test with four acrylic spheres taped together to prevent rolling on a rubber surface with an applied load of 200 kPa, resulting in $\mu = 1.0 \pm 0.03$. The fact that this value is slightly larger than unity is likely caused by the indention of the spheres into the soft membrane.
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